MODPROPEP is a web server for knowledge-based modeling of protein-peptide complexes, specifically peptides in complex with major histocompatibility complex (MHC) proteins and kinases. The available crystal structures of protein-peptide complexes in PDB are used as templates for modeling peptides of desired sequence in the substrate-binding pocket of MHCs or protein kinases. The substrate peptides are modeled using the same backbone conformation as in the template and the side-chain conformations are obtained by the program SCWRL. MODPROPEP provides a number of userfriendly interfaces for visualizing the structure of the modeled protein-peptide complexes and analyzing the contacts made by the modeled peptide ligand in the substrate-binding pocket of the MHC or protein kinase. Analysis of these specific inter-molecular contacts is crucial for understanding structural basis of the substrate specificity of these two protein families. This software also provides appropriate interfaces for identifying, putative MHC-binding peptides in the sequence of an antigen or phosphorylation sites on the substrate protein of a kinase, by scoring these inter-molecular contacts using residue-based statistical pair potentials. MODPROPEP would complement various available sequence-based programs (SYFPEITHI, SCANSITE, etc.) for predicting substrates of MHCs and protein kinases. The program is available at
INTRODUCTION
Proteins involved in a majority of cellular processes usually perform their function by binding to some target proteins and forming protein-protein complexes. Interactions between two or more proteins often occur over short contiguous stretches of amino acids within one protein. For example, recognition of substrate proteins by various protein kinases during cell signaling events is governed primarily by specific interactions between the kinase and a contiguous peptide stretch containing the phosphorylation site. Several receptors have peptide fragments as ligands e.g. the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) (1) . Thus understanding molecular details of interactions between proteins and short peptide motifs is essential for dissecting underlying mechanism of several major cellular processes. Among the various proteins which interact specifically with short peptide motifs, protein kinases and MHCs represent two major protein families whose substrate specificities have been extensively studied by various experimental approaches (2) (3) (4) .
Although a number of computational tools such as NetPhosK (5), KinasePhos (6) , GPS (7), Scansite (8) , SYFPEITHI (9) , ProPred (10), etc. are available for predicting the putative substrate peptides for protein kinases and MHC proteins, these methods are mostly based on available experimental binding data for a given class of protein kinase or MHC. These tools predict substrate peptides based on identification of the conserved motifs in a set of known peptide substrates and do not use information from the three dimensional structure of the protein-peptide complex. Hence, these sequence-based prediction tools do not give information about key residues in kinases and MHCs which control substrate specificity. Information about specificity determining residues (SDR) can help in design of novel peptide ligands. Correct identification of SDRs of a given protein kinase or MHC can help in prediction of substrates for those protein kinases or MHCs for which no peptide-binding data is available, as demonstrated successfully in structure-based substrate prediction methods like PREDIKIN (11) and PREDEP (12) . These studies have demonstrated that structural analysis of interactions in protein-peptide complexes can lead to novel insight into the mode of substrate recognition. Therefore, molecular modeling of peptide-MHC and peptide-kinase interactions have been carried out by several groups using ab initio docking (13) or MD simulation approach (14) . However, the compute intensive nature of these calculations has limited such studies to few protein-peptide complexes. Since knowledge-based methods are less compute intensive, and have better prediction accuracy, development of suitable knowledge-based tools for modeling protein-peptide complexes would permit quick structural analysis of MHCs and protein kinases with their substrate peptides. A knowledge-based approach has been used recently for developing kinDOCK (15) , a powerful tool for modeling of ATP analogs into the active site pocket of protein kinases. However, no such user-friendly tool is presently available for knowledge-based modeling of peptides in the binding pockets of MHCs or protein kinases.
Therefore, we have developed MODPROPEP, a web server for structural modeling of peptides of any desired sequences in the active site pockets of kinases/MHCs having known crystal structures or homology models of kinases/MHCs. In this manuscript, we give a brief description of the development of MODPROPEP, various assumptions made in the knowledge-based modeling protocol, various features of MODPROPREP and few examples of its use.
METHODS

Compilation of crystal structures
The available crystal structures of MHC and protein kinases were downloaded from PDB website at http://www.rcsb.org (16) . The structures were divided into two groups, i.e. structures in complex with substrate peptide ligand and structures without the bound peptide ligand. These crystal structures were manually examined and chain/residue numbering was appropriately edited if necessary. All the crystal structures were categorized into three major classes, i.e. class I MHC, class II MHC and protein kinases. Each of these three classes was further grouped into various functional families of protein kinases or MHC alleles.
Detailed analysis of these crystal structures indicated, that all the protein kinases shared a conserved structural fold despite their sequence divergence. For example, crystal structures of IR and PHK, which share a sequence identity of only 40% can be superposed with a C a RMSD of 1.6 Å . Similar conservation of structures was also observed both for class I and class II MHC structures which share a higher degree of sequence identity within themselves. BLAST alignment of large number of protein kinases and MHC proteins available in sequence databases with these crystal structures indicated that, homology models can be obtained for most of these sequences with reasonable accuracy. Comparison of the bound peptide structures indicated that in all these three classes of proteins, the substrate peptides bind at a structurally homologous site on the conserved fold and the bound peptides maintain a more or less similar extended conformation. This suggested the possibility that bound peptides from peptide-protein complexes can be transformed to the protein structures lacking the bound peptide based on optimum superposition of the protein structures. It may be noted that similar assumption has been used successfully in structural modeling studies of protein-ligand complexes involving protein kinases (11) , MHCs (12, 17) and other enzyme families (18, 19) . There are several examples where more than one crystal structure of an allele is found with bound peptides of different length. It is generally assumed that, three residues on each side of the phosphorylation site make significant contact with the protein kinase and are responsible for the specificity of a kinase (11) . Therefore, bound peptides having more than seven amino acids were truncated to three amino acids on either side of the phosphorylation site. All these structures were stored in the template library of MODPROPEP.
Modeling of protein-peptide complexes
The current template library of MODPROPEP has protein-peptide complex crystal structures for 16 alleles of class I, 12 alleles of class II MHC proteins and six different protein kinase families. Figure 1 shows a flowchart depicting various tasks which can be performed using MODPROPEP. For these MHC alleles and protein kinase families, substrate peptide of any desired sequence can be modeled. Modeling of peptide in the binding pocket of MHC or protein kinase is carried out by using the same backbone conformation as in the template complex and the side-chain conformations are generated by the program SCWRL (20) , which uses a backbonedependent rotamer library approach. The template library of MODPROPEP has structures for many MHC alleles or kinases families without the bound peptide substrate. For modeling of peptide substrates in complex with any of these MHC alleles or kinase families, peptide conformations are transformed from the available crystal structures of the protein-peptide complexes after optimum superposition of the proteins. If no crystal structures are available for a given protein kinase or MHC protein, the program can model its structure in complex with peptides of desired sequence using the crystal structure of the closest homologous protein-peptide complexes. Sequences of various MHC alleles have been obtained from the IMGT/HLA database (21) and stored locally so that the user can select from the list of alleles the protein to be modeled. The crystal structure having maximum sequence similarity is used as a template for modeling the structure of query allele. All sequence alignments are carried out using a local version of the program BLAST. The SCWRL program is used for mutating the residues as per the BLAST alignment and generate the desired homology model. Since only protein-peptide complexes are used to generate the homology models, the backbone of the bound peptide is appropriately mutated by SCWRL to model the substrate of desired sequence. Thus, MODPROPREP provides options for modeling peptide of any desired sequence in complex with any MHC protein or protein kinase.
In order to analyze the interactions between the peptide and the protein, the residues of the MHC or the kinase, which are in contact with different side chains of the modeled peptide, are identified using a distance-based cut off. Based on these contact residues, putative binding pockets are defined for each of the residues in the peptide. MODPROPEP provides a user-friendly Jmol java applet interface (http://jmol.sourceforge.net) for visualizing the modeled complexes and analyzing the binding pockets in detail.
Apart from structural modeling of the peptide of a given sequence in the substrate-binding pocket of MHC protein or protein kinase, MODPROPEP is also capable of scanning an antigenic protein for potential MHC-binding peptides. Similarly putative substrate proteins for various protein kinases can be scanned for potential phosphorylation sites. Scanning of input sequence is done by breaking the protein sequence into all possible overlapping peptides of a given length. This length is usually the length of the bound peptide present in the template protein-peptide complex, i.e. 9 or 10 mer for class I MHC and longer peptides for class II MHC. However, for protein kinases only heptameric peptides containing Ser/Thr/Tyr as central residue are chosen. For each of these peptides, instead of building all atom side-chain conformations, as a first step, contacting residue pairs between peptide and the protein are identified based on C b -C b distances. The binding score of these peptides with the MHC or kinase is evaluated using residue-based statistical energy function by Miyazawa and Jernigan (MJ) (22) . It may be noted that a similar scoring scheme has been used earlier for identifying MHC-binding peptides using a threading approach (12) . Apart from MJ statistical potential, the program also has options for ranking peptide-binding affinities using residue-based statistical energy function by Betancourt and Thirumalai (BT) (23) or other user-defined residue-based schemes. The peptides are sorted according to their binding score and the user can select some or all of these peptides for detailed sidechain modeling by SCWRL depending on their preliminary scores.
Query interface
Currently, the structural library of program contains crystal structures of class I MHC, class II MHC and protein kinases. The modeling of protein-peptide complexes involving these three classes of protein is possible. User can access the features involving each class by clicking the links on the horizontal bar just below the header graphics.
The program requires user to select a MHC allele or protein kinase from the pull-down menu. The program automatically shows the peptide length options available for modeling for that MHC allele or protein kinase. Program takes the user to available crystal structure templates for the selected protein and peptide length. From here the user can decide a task, which is either modeling of peptides or scanning a protein sequence for favorable binders. The user is prompted to enter the sequence of peptides as one letter code of amino acids. The program models the peptides in complex with the selected protein that are available for download as files in PDB format. If no ligand bound structure is available for the selected protein, the peptide is modeled by transferring the ligand peptide coordinates from a homologous protein-peptide complex. Figure 2 shows an example where a peptide has been modeled in complex with the kinase GSK3-beta by transferring the coordinates from CDK2. In order to test the accuracy of this ligand transformation approach, we modeled a peptide in complex with PKB by transforming the bound peptide from PKA. The tutorial section of MODPROPEP shows the superposition of the modeled and the experimentally determined bound peptide in the active site of PKB. As can be seen, backbone of both the peptides superpose quite well with an RMSD of 1.3 Å .
MODPROPEP provides a user-friendly interface to analyze each modeled peptide in detail for contact with the protein. Inter-residue contacts can be calculated either based on the distance between C b atoms or based on the distance between any two atoms in a pair of residues. A list of neighboring residues in the protein is displayed for each residue in the peptide. These amino acids on the protein define the binding subsite for each of the peptide residues. Residue pairs having steric clashes are highlighted in yellow. The program also provides interface for analyzing detailed atomic contacts between each pair of residue. Additionally, MODPROPEP uses Jmol applet for the rapid visualization of these subsites in the proteins. Mouse click on a peptide residue shows that residue and the neighboring residues in the protein in Jmol applet on right-hand side. Clicked peptide residue is depicted in ball and stick, while the neighboring residues are shown in CPK. The protein backbone is shown in ribbon while the peptide backbone is shown in the sticks.
As mentioned earlier, the current version of MODPROPEP permits scoring various bound peptides using residue-based statistical scoring matrices given by MJ and BT. Both these scoring matrices have been used in the literature for evaluating binding energy of protein-peptide complexes. It has been reported that, while MJ potential gives better results for binding of peptides involving hydrophobic interfaces, BT potential is more appropriate for binding of peptides involving polar contacts. Here, we discuss a typical example of ranking the site of phosphorylation on the beta-adducin protein (accession no: P35612) by protein kinase A (24) . Out of a total of 118 S/T containing heptamers, RTPSFLK containing the experimentally identified phosphorylation site S713, is ranked 8 by MJ potential, while scoring by BT matrix gives it a rank of 3. Modeling of this peptide in complex with PKA shows R710 is stabilized by contacts with E127 and E170. The screenshots for this example are available at the tutorial page of MODPROPEP. Prediction of phosphorylation site in Limulus myosin III by PKA (25) , and PS1 by GSK3-beta (26) indicates that, the true phosphorylation sites identified in recent experiments are ranked as high-scoring peptides by MODPROPEP using BT matrix. Figure 3 shows the ranking of a recently identified class I MHC allele HLA-A Ã 0201 ligand by MODPROPEP (27) . As can be seen, out of a total of 625 nonameric peptides present in the antigen CABL1_HUMAN (accession no: Q8TDN4), VALEFALHL has a rank of 13 and 26 by MJ and BT potentials, respectively. Analysis of inter-molecular contacts indicates that, this peptide is stabilized by interactions involving K66, A150, V152, Y159 and W167. We have also tested the predictive ability of MODPROPEP using all the known substrates of PKA cataloged in phospho.ELM (28) . Our results indicate that, in 76% of cases the true phosphorylation site can be ranked within top 30% using BT matrix. Similar benchmarking on 90 class I MHC-peptide complexes shows that, MODPROPEP can rank the true binder within top 30% in 61% of cases.
Implementation of the web server MODPROPEP has been implemented using Perl, CGI scripts, java scripts, Jmol applet and apache web server. BLAST program downloaded from NCBI website is used for local alignments. SCWRL3 is used for the side-chain modeling. Various structural superpositions have been carried out using the program ProFit (http://www.bioinf. org.uk/software/profit). This software also has an option for searching the MHC-binding peptides in the sequence of an antigen or phosphorylation sites on the substrate protein of a protein kinase using structure-based approach. Presently, the binding energy is being accessed using residue-based statistical potential. This scoring function is appropriate for quick preliminary ranking of putative peptide ligands. High-ranking peptides need to be modeled and detailed interactions with the proteins should be analyzed for prediction of actual binders.
